Assessment of satellite selection methods under DFMC
SBAS augmentation
The next generation of airborne GNSS equipment will process dual-frequency L1/L5 signals
broadcast by up to four core constellations (GPS, Galileo, GLONASS and BeiDou), with
integrity provided by Aircraft, Satellite or Ground Based Augmentation Systems.
The current GPS/SBAS standard RTCA/DO-229E requires that airborne receivers
implement a minimum of 6 channels for GPS tracking and 2 channels for SBAS tracking. For
future standards addressing dual-Frequency L1/L5 multi-constellation equipment, there is a
will to improve the availability figures of SBAS enabled CAT I approach, or target new
operations with narrower integrity bounds, by increasing the minimum number of tracking
channels and possibly defining performance of the satellite selection algorithm. On the other
hand, airborne receivers have finite resources, and the “all-in-view” expectation for two or
more constellations reaching 30 to 32 satellites each may not be realistic. It is therefore
necessary to define the minimum requirements for satellite selection in future DualFrequency Multi-Constellation (DFMC) standards, including the minimum number of
channels to implement, or alternatively the minimal performance of the selection strategy.
Previous studies have already identified and assessed a promising solution to optimize the
satellite selection process under SBAS coverage: the “downdate” method [1] [2]. The
objective of this paper is to assess the performance of different selection algorithms under
DFMC SBAS augmentation by taking into account not only the number of tracking channels,
but also the dynamic of the reallocation process, i.e. the temporary loss of measurements
when the tracking channels are reallocated to a “better” signal, the convergence time of the
code-carrier smoothing filter to model the uncertainty associated with the measurements,
and finally the time necessary for demodulation of a set of ephemeris data.
The first part of the paper will be dedicated to the description of the evolutions brought to the
MAAST simulation tool developed by Stanford University [3] to model an SBAS L5 system
broadcasting correction and integrity data for GPS and Galileo signals.
We will then detail the modeling of the airborne receiver, based on the requirements either
defined in the current GPS/SBAS standard, or drafted in the DFMC/SBAS standard.
Although the behavior of the SBAS model has been verified with data collected from WAAS
L1, it is well understood that the availability figures provided by this tool do not reflect exactly
what future DFMC SBAS performance will be. Instead, we propose to analyze the
degradation brought by the tracking limitations of the equipment and by the satellite selection
algorithm with respect to the reference performance obtained with the same simulation tool
when considering all-in-view receivers tracking nominal constellations.
Two configurations will be considered in the assessment: EGNOS SBAS L5 augmentation of
the extended GPS constellation (24+3 satellites) and EGNOS SBAS L5 augmentation of the
nominal GPS and Galileo constellations (24 satellites each). Figure below depicts the

LPV200 availability maps for these two “nominal” configurations obtained for a 24-hour
simulation sampled every 10 seconds:

Considering the first configuration with a 10 SV tracking channel receiver, we can compare
the obtained performance with different satellite selection approaches: the “downdate”
method, the “elevation” approach (allocating the tracking channels to the highest satellites),
or methods with slower dynamics that reallocate channels only when the satellite that is
being tracked falls below 5 degrees elevation.
Figure below provides preliminary results obtained with the “downdate” method (on the left)
and the “elevation” method (on the right) considering the GPS 24+3 configuration (upper
line) and a GPS 31 constellation (bottom line).

Based on the 99.8% coverage figure, we can see that the “downdate” method gives better
results compared to the “elevation” approach, but we can also observe that both methods
globally improve the availability figures with the 31 SV constellation compared to the
“nominal” 24+3 SV constellation.
The paper will assess the selection algorithms with different tracking capabilities to identify
an acceptable minimum number of tracking channels regardless of the selection algorithm.
The paper will also analyze the impact of the satellite acquisition time on the LPV200
availability performance. The objective is to assess whether on top of the minimum tracking
capabilities or satellite selection performance, there is also a need to introduce satellite
acquisition time requirements for GPS and Galileo dual-frequency signals in the future
DFMC SBAS standard.
As an illustration, figure below gives preliminary results obtained with the downdate method
when the satellite acquisition time is 80 s (left) or 120 s (right) under a GPS 31 satellite
constellation.
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